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ABSTRACT

...

This paper will survey the development and trends of system in the field of Document
Management System in term of Optical Filing System as the basis technology to provide
managing the Registration Document in Service Provisioning Department. Pros and cons of
such applications will be discussed. Technologies of Optical Filing System and
Implementations of Customer Registration Document Management systems on Service
Provisioning department will be studied. This paper will then present various approaches and
methodologies in establishing a system in an office as well as the potentialities of managing
all registration documents that have a high volume per days.

This project presents the study and analysis of Customer Registration Document
Management System in department by gathering the information from different sources of
Mobile Operator companies. By using the existing technology's management knowledge to
analyze the strength and weakness, comparison of the old process with new system, benefits
of the system, implement Customer Registration Document Management System in Service
Provisioning Department and financial feasibility study also.

The results of the study and analysis of Customer Registration Document Management
System present the advantages system in term of improving efficiency process and reduce the
problem in Service Provisioning department, saving cost and resources and increasing benefit
and productivity of company.

Vlll

CHAPTERl
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Today the Mobile Operator is one of the most highly competitive industries in
Thailand. Target Market of this industry cover all segments of people, many people tend
to be new subscribers in each mobile subscriber, depending on their qualities and whether
they be loyalty to brand or not. There are many service channels where the customers can
go to sign a contract of application form. Each channel may be are Mobile Operator
outlet/Brach or dealer who are company customer also. In Process they need to keep the
customer's documents a lot per day and send to Center. All documents, Application
Form, Copies of Identity Card all come into business on paper. Service Provisioning
department responsible for these documents, they will key-in the information of each
customer from the document to the system. Many people need access to these information
because of the customer's information is the basis information that other department will
conduct into their functions such as Billing Department, Marketing Department or
Customer Service Department needs those information also.
Even if the document in registration are just the application form and a copy of
identity card but the quantity of customer who register per day from all branch and dealer
have more than a thousand persons per day. If branch sends those documents to center
late it will take effect to customers. Not just the tum around time of document processing
but with manual processing there are other effect also such as lost documents and without
having instant electronic access to information for branch and dealer is inefficient. Time
spent finding files and calling back creates customer dissatisfaction and a cost is no
longer needed to incur.

1

In today's competitive marke·~, efficiency ancf cost saving are more important than
ever. The approach to the challenge of managing content and business processes can be
the difference between market leadership and failure.

1.2 Problem Statement of Service Provisioning Department
Currently, there are many registration requests submitted to Service Provisioning
Department every day. First of all, the document of registration from branch/dealers will
be passed to shelf to running a number. Then, it will be separated by regions of
registration and will be queues for staff to key-in the customer information to the system.
After the documents have input data to the system already it will pass to document store.
High level for processing registration request seems to be simple. In fact, there are a lot of
problems that deteriorate company service standard such as:
1.2.1 Data Entry Error- Service representatives must manually enter the multiple
information in databases. For example, a customer's name might be wrongly keyed into the
system
1.2.2 High volumes of registration submission
1.2.3 Workload for the staff at Center due to a high quantity of documents
1.2.4 Long tum around time that damages to company image and take effect to
customer in using the service from company
1.2.5 Using time to track documents that are stacked on shelf. It would take hours
or even days to retrieve the need for reconsideration.

1.3 Significance
The significance of this project could not only be of analysis the problem in Service
Provisioning department but also a proposal to introduce the framework of Document
Image Processing, a new process system to implement in Service Provisioning
department.

2

1, .4 Scope of stuay

The scope of study of this research is state Service Provisioning Departments of the
company which have 60 users and the implementation will emphasize on new registration
document tracking process by using customer registration document management system
To operate customer registration document management system in Service Provisioning
Department, the system needs to acquire some data from Service Provisioning
department. Those data concern with some personnel information of each customer such
as name, address, official document information such as application form, copy of
identity card.
1.5 Limitation of this project

This project has the limitation of the type of organization. This project is based on
Mobile Operator Industry in which uses the new process, the new system name customer
registration document management system at function of registration document tracking
process, Service Provisioning Department.
1.6 Outlines of Project
The outlines of this project can be stated as follows: Chapter 1 is an introduction of
the project including background, statement of problems, objectives and scopes of the
project. Chapter 2 is the study of customer registration document management system.
Chapter 3 presents the methodology of this project and the project design. Chapter 4 The
Analysis of registration process in Service Provisioning department in Thailand. Chapter
5 presents the current of registration process. Chapter 6 explains implementation of
customer registration document management system, comparison between the old system
with the new system and also financial analyst. Chapter 7 consists of conclusions and
recommendations of the project, using the results from the study and the analysis of new
system, customer registration document management system.
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1. 7 Objectives

The objective of this project is to find a way or method of decreasing the problem of
maintaining registration document tracking process of the company by using customer
registration document management system as a new system, an important key for
management decision. The purposes and objectives of this project are as follows:
1.7.1 To define problem of Service Provisioning department
1.7.2 To study and design new process in using new system
1.7.3 To analyze strength and weakness of Customer Registration document
Management System & compare to the tradition system
1.7.4 To analyse the set up cost of Customer Registration Document Management
System in Service Provisioning department
1.7.5 To Suggest a framework of Customer Registration Document Management
System in Service Provisioning department
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CHAPTER2
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 The Mobile Subscriber in Thailand
Thai Mobile Market has experienced explosive growth in the past two years. In spite
of it operating as an effective duopoly, now competition is set to intensify. Two new
operators backed up by international mobile heavyweights are launching services.
However, the battle for market share will not be fought on pricing; instead, operators are
looking at wireless Internet and data services to differentiate themselves and halt falling
ARPU.
The Thai Mobile Market is unusual by international standards on two fronts:
2.1.1

Its state-owned incumbents (TOT and CAT) have a dual role as Telecom

regulators, setting the policies for their own business
2.1.2

The cellular business operates via a network of concession agreements.

TOT and CAT grant a concession to a private company to build and then operate a mobile
network operators, AIS and DTAC dominate the market with 90% market share between
them at the beginning of 2002
The industry is due for a number of key changes in 2002, which will bring the
market more into line with international practice and set the scene for future growth.
These changes are expected to include the creation of an independent regulator (NTC).
The merger and subsequent cooperate of TOT and CAT, and the transfer of existing
accompanied by increasing competition in the form of new entrants Orange, a joint
venture between Orange and local partners Telecom-Asia and CP Group, and Hutchison
CAT Wireless Multimedia.
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As illustratecl in Figure 1, the past two years have seen the beginning of an explosion of
growth in mobile services in Thailand. We expect the number of mobile subscribers in
Thailand to reach 21.4 millions by 2007. This will represent a penetration rate of 33%
compared with just 5% in 2000.
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Figure 2-1 Thailand's mobile subscriber base

In 2001, It's much of the growth in Thailand's mobile market was assisted by AIS and
DTAC increasing focus on prepaid services. By the end of the first quarter of 2002,
prepaid subscribers represented 80-90 % of new additions for the incumbent operators.
The importance of prepaid services to Thailand's market is expected to continue as
mobile penetration extends beyond key metropolitan areas.
Although the total number of mobile subscribers is growing, Thai operators have not
escaped ARPU erosion due to fierce price competition and a higher proportion of prepaid
subscribers in the total subscriber base. This has also focused attention onto wireless data
services, with incumbents seeking to sustain both market share and ARPU in the face of
increased competition by launching new value-added services.
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To cope with the unprecedented growth in the number of subscribers, operators have been
engaged in extensive network deployment and upgrades. By mid-2001, AIS, DTAC and
Orange had announced spending plans that reached almost $1.9 billion. GSM Network
expansion and upgrades to GPRS are continuing into 2002 to meet subscriber growth and
prepare networks for advanced wireless data services.

In Spite of the attention being paid to rolling out GPRS networks in Thailand, current
wireless data usage is minimal. Although WAP services were launched by both AIS and
DTAC in 2000 and handsets are relatively widely available, usage levels remain
disappointing. Because Lack of relevant content and low awareness of the services
available among mobile

subscrib~rs

are cited as the main reasons for this. GPRS handset

penetration is extremely low in Thailand, with handsets remaining relatively expensive
and few services available.

Thailand has also missed out on the
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because SMS service in Thai language

Veer

has not been available. With 60-70 % of Thais speaking only their mother tongue, this is a
considerable inhibitor to service usage. Handsets supporting Thai SMS have now been
introduced by vendors such as NOKIA, and new operator Orange has developed a
software overlay that enables the majority of handsets to support Thai SMS.
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AIS, Thailand's leading operator in terms of market share, aims to increase its SMS
revenues to at least 3 % of total revenues by the end of 2003, from less than 1% in mid2001. It has been working with Nokia to offer Thai SMS and has begun to experience
considerable growth in SMS Usage. In February 2002, 100,000 SMS messages were sent
by AIS subscribers, causing its network to crash. This was more than double the number
of messages sent on new years eve. Issues with Thai-languages support also create an
opportunity for more visually or audio-oriented services such as icon and ring tone
downloads, which are being heavily promoted by operators and are experiencing some
success.
Intensification of competition in Thailand will help overcome some of the issues
experienced with wireless data and Internet service so far. As operators seek to
differentiate themselves, more attention will be paid to launching new and innovative
services, and also towards promoting them in the market and raising consumer awareness.
Although price sensitivity will remain an issue for the majority of Thais, the introduction
of new value-added services will allow operators to explore other potential revenue
streams and add value to high-end users.
March 2002 saw the official launch of Orange in Thailand. The operator is building out a
GSMl 800/ GPRS Network that, although restricted to major metropolitan areas at launch.
Orange hopes will cover 90% of the population by the end of 2002. As in other markets,
the operator will focus significant resources on building a consumer friendly and
innovative brand in the Thai market and on promoting mobile data services. It has already
begun to explicitly target high-value areas of the market such as the corporate, SME and
SOHO market segments.
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Orange will raise the bar for existing operators in Thailand. During 2001, incuml,,ent
operators AIS and DT AC increased their focus on value-added services, such as basic
picture download and wireless games, in preparation for Orange's launch
A second new entrant is expected to launch services in September 2002 in the shape of
Hutchison CAT Wireless Multimedia. A joint venture between Hutchison Telecom and
Thai operator/regulator CAT, Hutchison CAT Wireless Multimedia is currently deploying
a CDMA One IS-95B network, which will be upgraded with cdma2000 lX technology.
Hutchison plans to seek competitive advantage through the provision of exclusive content
and attractive handsets, and this will further drive the wireless Internet market in
Thailand.
Another factor that will drive the Thai market from the second quarter of 2002 will be the
unlocking of handset identification. The handset market in Thailand has effectively
operated as a closed market, with all handsets supplied by operators and locked into their
networks. Operators have not subsidized handsets and prices have remained considerably
high compared to the rest of Asia, at an average Baht 15,000 -30,000.
The consumer protection committee has put pressure on incumbent operators to unlock
handsets and allow handsets purchased from parties other than themselves to be used on
their network. The Unlocking will drive competition in the handset market and is
expected to bring prices down. This will eventually bring new handset models offering
advanced wireless Internet capabilities within reach of a wider group of consumers. The
launch of Orange has been somewhat of a catalyst to these events with the new operator
choosing not to lock its handsets into its network, as well as subsidizing handsets in
limited promotions for new subscribers
This increased competition will squeeze existing operators that have traditionally gained a
significant proportion of their revenue from handset sales, which has buffered them from

9

the effects of repeated decreases in airtime tariffs. This will force them to seek other
revenue streams and increase the importance of wireless Internet and data services ..
Uncertainties in the Thai Market

The Thai market is without its uncertainties. Of particular concern are emerging attitudes
from the Thai government towards foreign investment and mobile usage amongst
teenagers.
The Thai Telecom Act, which was passed by the House of Representatives in October
2001, Propose limiting foreign investment in Thai Telcos to 25%. Foreign investment, in
term of both capital and expertise, has been key to beginning Thailand's mobile
revolution, and a hostile attitude towards foreign investors is likely damage market
development considerably. In light of this, Thailand's three main operators, all of which
have a foreign shareholder, disputed this clause, leading the Thai government of concede
that the clause may be removed if necessary.
In April 2002, Thailand's minister for the interior asked Thai parents to monitor mobile
usage by their teenage children due to health concerns. This followed a broad anti-vice
campaign that bans teenagers form pubs and other nightspots, as well as restricting access
to internet cafes and video arcades to before 22.00 given that the youth market has driven
the adpption of many consumer-focused wireless Internet and data services in many other
parts of the world, this does not bode well for the development of the Thai market.

IO
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Opportunity still exist
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basic voice services and handset sales.
The market will not develop overnight; Orange expects data to contribute a greater
proportion of its Thai mobile revenues than voice in 10-15 years' times. However, a
fierce battle for high-end users will emerge as new entrants position themselves as
innovative providers of advanced wireless service.
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2.2 Overview of the New Registration Function

To begin our discussion of new registration, we will look at the staffs that handle new
registration and the ways companies typically organize their new registration operations.
2.2.1 The Definition of Provisioning
In general, provisioning means "providing". In telecommunications
tenninology, provisioning means providing a product or service, such as wiring or
bandwidth. The term has a number of varied meanings when used in telecommunications:

I. Providing telecommunications service to a user, including everything
necessary to set up the service, such as equipment, wiring, and transmission.
2. Used as a synonym for configuring, as in "Telecommunications lines
must be correctly provisioned to work with the customer's equipment and enabled for
various options the customer has chosen."
3. In a traditional telecommunications environment, there are three
separate types of provisioning: circuit provisioning, service provisioning, and switch
provlSlonmg.
4. In a wireless environment, provisioning refers to service activation and
involves programming various network databases with the customer's infonnation.
5. Provisioning is the fourth step of the telecommunications sequence called
OAM&P: Operations, Administration, Maintenance, and Provisioning.

2.2.2 What Service Provisioning is Responsible for?
Service Provisioning Department mainly responsible for setting in place and
configuring of the hardware and software required to activate a telecommunications
service for a customer; in many cases the hardware and software may already be in place
and provisioning entails only configuration tasks such as creating (or modifying) a
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custom:·~r record in a database and associating it with the service(s) and service level for

which the customer has subscribed. Those ·functions will start with the process of new
registration customer that is the basis of information for progress other functionality.

2.2.3 Service Provisioning Organization Chart

EVP-SO
(Service Operation)

AVP-SSP

I

I

I

Service Provisioning

Billing Management

Collection & Credit
Control

I

New Registration Process

I

Operation Process

I

-~T"""

I

I
Customer Relationship
Management

I
I

I

Billing Validate

Collection Online VS Batch

BiL

Busmess Process

I

Credit Control

Entended Enterprise

I

I

Billing Production

Communication Integration

Operation Training

Figure 2-2 Service Provisioning Organization Chart
In Service Provisioning Department, the manager has ultimate responsibility
for the administration of all function in Department such as New Registration, Recovery
Data, Operation Process, Operation Data and Operation Training.
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The bulk of registration administration is hand},ed by service representative.
A service representative is trained to review registration process. In other cases, the
service representative must maintain the recovery data and maintenance all about
changing data from customer also such as change Address, change owner, change
number. Other representative consists of Outlet, Branch and Dealer is the part that service
provisioning need to responsible for also.

2.2.4 Service Provisioning Task
To design a service configuration, representatives must acquire and synthesize
information from three sources: databases, paper-based documentation, and the customer.
The databases contain information about the equipment at the customer's site, as well as
services available for the customer's location. Paper-based documentation in the form of
handbooks, manuals, and fliers provides information about the various services, the
equipment they require, rates, and the information required to provision the services. The
customers provide information about their particular needs, constraints, and preferences.
The service configuration is initiated when the representative enters information into the
databases. Once entered in databases, this information is used to coordinate several
processes that are necessary to implement the service. A new service configuration
requires action by the billing department, a new listing in telephone directories, and
possibly the installation of new equipment at the customer's premises. While the service
representatives play only a part in the entire service provisioning process, they are the
primary point of contact with the customer, and are often asked to track down problems
that might have occurred anywhere in the process. Thus, service representatives play the
role of consultant, salesperson, data entry clerk, and provider of miscellaneous
information.
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2.2.5 New Registration Procedures
When a registration form is received by service provlSlonmg, a service
representative must process the following steps:
Step 1- Gather information about the registration.
Step 2- Investigate instances of invalid docwnents or check customer blacklist
Step 3- Process the registration process as quickly as possible

2.2.6 The Condition to Registration
The conditions of customer who will register to use a service from Mobile
Phone Operator have the details as the following
1. Individual
1.1 Thai Nationality and
1.1.1 Over 20 years old and become of age
1.1.2 Not over than 20 years old but have the rights to use the mobile
phone and have the allowance from the parents
1.2 Other Nationality
1.2.1 Working in Thailand legally
1.2.2 Legation Staff
1.2.3 Married Registration with Thais
2. Corporate
2.1 Registered for being Corporate by Commercial Laws
2.2 Registered for being Corporate by Laws

15

2.2. 7 Documentary of Registration

1. Individual Customer
In New Registration process can divide the individual customer into 8 types.
There are different types of document for registration excluded by each type of customer
as the following:
Document for Registration

Type of Individual

1. General people

A. Copy of Identity Card

2. The Governor

A. Copy of Identity Card

'A Copy of Governor's Identity Card

3. Monk

A. copy of Monk evidence

4. The person who is resident in Thai A. Copy of residential Card
(Not Thai Nationality)

..,etter of guarantee
A. copy of Identity card from person who

guarantee
5. Thai residential

A. copy of residential Card

uetter of guarantee
A. copy of Identity card from person who

guarantee
6. The foreigner who work in Thai

~ copy of Passport

uetter of guarantee

'A copy of Identity card from person who
guarantee

7. The foreigner who refer by Thai A. copy of Passport
Legation

..,etter of recommendation from Legation

8. Retail Shop

A copy of Identity Card/ Commercial Register
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2.Corpbrate
In New Registration process can divide the corporate customer into 7 types.
There are different types of document for registration excluded by each type of customer
as the following:
Document for Registration

Corporate Type

1. Private Corporate

A book reference of establish corporate
Copies of referee's Identity Card

2. Public Corporate

A book reference of establish corporate
Copies of referee's Identity Card

3 ·Independent Organization

A book reference of establish Organization
Copies of referee's Identity Card

4. International Organization

A book reference of establish Organization
Copies of referee's passport

5. Governor Section

A reference to registration from Commander
A copy of governor's personal card

6. Government Enterprise

A reference to registration from Commander
A copy of governor's personal card

7. Temple

A reference to registration from abbot
An personal document's abbot

17
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'• 2.2.8 Document Processing for New Registration
New registration processing begins when a customer comes into branch or
dealer to fill in application form and attach with their copy of Identity Card. Branch or
dealer will send the documents to Service Provisioning Department which is the center of
processing New registration process. The service representative will classify the
document by region of branch and dealer that customer fill application form. Running the
document number input the customer information form application form to the database.
Finally they stack the document on the shelf

2.2.9 Service Provisioning Work Flow
Start

New Register

Back

Front

Registered

B k

Fro t

umber Booking

ontact
elp Desk

Monitor Order

Generate Receip

Sto

Doeume11t T!"ll~king

Rebate

Docurnerft1aintena ce

Stop

Figure 2-3 Service Provisioning Work Flow
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From Figure 2-3, Service Provisioning Task involves with two groups of
customers. The first one is new registration customer, who walks into frontline to fill in
application and attach necessary documents to registration. The customer can also choose
their favorite number, staff will reserve their number in the system, called create order for
that customer. If there is some error in cases of creating order in the system, he/she will
contact helpdesk to solve that problem. If they finished in cerating an order, next step
concern with payment to generate receipt to customer. Upon the front line step, the back
office will manage the registration document for customer and send all registration
documents in each day to the center to maintenance.
The second group is registered customer, who walk into front line to contact for changing
other service such as change mobile phone, change billing address, change owner of
current mobile phone, change SIM, Lost of Mobile etc. In each of service the front line
will create order also to keep transaction of that changes and send the document that are
the evidence of change request to the center to maintenance also.

2.3 An Introduction to Customer Registration Document Management System
Service Provisioning Department has a plan to implement new system called
Customer Registration Document Management System. The principle of this system
(Based on Optical Filing Technology) utilizes digital scanners to generate a digital
representation of a document page. An image scanner divides the page into minute
picture areas called pixels and produces an array of binary digits, each representing the
brightness of the pixel. The resulting stream of bits is enhanced and compressed (to as
little as 10 percent of the original volume) by a device called an image controller and is
stored on a magnetic or optical medium.
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Once scanned and stored on an optical disc, documents can be retrieved for viewing,
copying, and electronic transmittal to others. Because the retrieval process makes a copy
of the data rather than extracting the data, no re-filing of documents is required. Also,
once scanned and indexed, no document can ever be lost.

2.4 Optical Filing (Based Technology of Customer Registration Document
Management System in Service Provisioning Department)
Optical filing uses IT technology to improve filing, optimizing efficiency and
significantly cutting times, spaces and costs. Electronic data filing has many benefits:
searching for documents is simplified and immediate~ several users can~ access data at the
same time. The optical storage system is an integrated part of an enterprise imaging
system that automates the flow of documents within the company, saving significant
amounts of time previously spent delivering and filing paper documents. A critical
advantage of the optical storage system is that it provides a permanent record of critical
documents because, unlike hard disk or magnetic tape storage, optical storage cannot be
accidentally erased. Optical storage has helped company improve customer service while
further enhancing security for critical customer records.
Optical Filing System is the one of technology in the field of Document Management
System. There is another system in the same area, upon on the objective in using the
technology such as Document Image Processing, Electronic Filing Systems.

2.5 Why the Optical Filing System suitable for Department?
Based on the current problem of the department, the staffs of New Registration
function need to maintain and process with many papers from high volume of customer.
The problem of managing growing quantities of paper-based information faces the
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manager of every office in every business. Searching, retrieving and storing paper
documents costs money. Multiply that by the number of sheets of paper flooding through
every office and the cost forms a significant part of business expenditure.
With implementation of new system "Optical Filing System" is the best solution m
conduct Information System to reduce problem in the company with the highest benefit
also. Optical Filing System offers a solution to maintaining efficient registration
document filing and retrieval and it is an integration of hardware and software providing
all the elements needed to achieve these efficiencies and cost reductions, and to integrate
the digitized data with other electronically generated data.

These system can provide a variety of basic document management function
including:
2.5.1 Scanning
The scan module supports a variety of different devices, from the most
inexpensive single-sheet scanner to full duplex scanners used in high-volume production
environment

2.5.2 Indexing
Indexing information can be keyed in manually or input through automatic
means such as bar code, light pen etc.

2.5.3 Quality Assurance
The QA Module offers the ability to enhance scanned images, including deskewing, sharpening, de-speckling or reroute them to re-scanning

2.5.4 RetrieveNiew
Files retain their native format and when retrieve a viewer or native
application is launched.
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2.5.5 Web Access
Optical Filing system can be extended to Corporate Intranet for remote access
and application deployment flexibility

2.5.6 System Administration
All aspects of system set-up, including login, security, audit, trials, back up
can be controlled by system administrator

2.5.7 Security
Multiple levels of security can be configured by system administrator,
including assess to a single document, group of documents

2.6 What is the advantage of Optical Filing system
2.6.1 Improved Customer Service
The speed and quality of access to customer records is increased. Staff could
retrieve the record over until he or she came to the needed information. All of this could be
done on a real-time basis. Optical Filing also allows simultaneous access to records and
files by all offices on the network.

2.6.2 More Efficient Use of Personnel
Labor-intensive tasks of filing, extracting for queries, and re-filing customer
record folders are eliminated. Personnel time is also a valuable resource that can be used
more productively to improve services provided.

2.6.3 Improved Internal Control
No communication or paper received by the company would ever be lost or
mis-filed. To view a document, a copy of the electronic file is generated. This copy is
electronically erased after use.
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2.6.4 Error Reduction
With this system, human errors in transcribing information from one
document to another (data entry errors) are completely eliminated. An electronic file of
the record can be simply added to communi ations with others and forwarded.
c
2.7 Components of the Optical Filing system
In optical Filing System there are the most important component with use in its
modules and services as following:
2.7.1 Client Modules
I. Local document management to manage documents held on the client,
incl11ding caching.
2. Document acquisition with indexing
3. Document search and hit list display
4. Hierarchical presentation of documents
5. Viewer
6. Import I Export (incl. spawning applications)
7. Printing
8. Interface to the filing level including database service
2.7.2 Optical Filing Services, Modules and Tools

1. Database services (index storage, retrieval, information object
administration)
2. Information object caching (memory hierarchy)
3. Information object administration (in the filing system or repository)
4. Localizing (since several databases, filing libraries and archives can be
present in a single logical filing and archive system, localizing components are needed
that contain information on the structure of the index databases and memory locations.
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The localizing service also has information on remote archives with access privi.!eges,
database structure and type of linkage. The localizing components thus enable access to
and navigation among different index databases in different places with their associated
filing and archive systems)
5. Conversion services (e.g. the generation of information objects with a
uniform format for the filing and archive level, conversion of old formats, import of print
output files with automatic processing and indexing, etc.)
6. Version management services (e.g. the administration and control of
different versions at the filing level, administration of applications used with history,
administration of conversion and viewer modules with processing of older documents for
display, administration of electronic layouts and background facsimiles, consistency
checks in distributed systems, etc.)
7. Replication services (e.g. to generate copies, duplicate documents for
parallel duplicate archiving, updating the local localizing service as well as the external
ones in the logical memory in the event of changes to the Data Base, memory location, or
access or other structural changes, etc.)
8. Linkage or incorporation into central user administrations (so that it is not
necessary to maintain separate user administration systems for filing/archive).
9. Routing (sending, receiving, moving and copying among the different
levels and among several logically linked filing/archive systems based on information
from the localizing service)
10. Unique identifier generating s~rv1ce
11. Interfaces to applications (other services, client, host and server

applications), interface to the archive level
12. User Oriented tools for database maintenance (such as for key word lists,
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statistics, user section of the user administration, etc.) .,
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Figure 2-4 Optical Filing System Architecture
The main objectives for system should be detennined. This step is to determine precisely
what is the information management needs of the organization. The benefits of
implementing the system, such as faster access to information, access to more
information, reductions in storage space, better document security and improvements in
document retention, should be evaluated carefully. Second, potential users of the system
must be identified. Questions such as who will be using what on the system must be
answered. In other words, what type of information will be released and the security level
of access for each user have to be included in the feasibility study. Third, the retrieval
keys of the scanned documents have to be designed. Every. document will allow users to
assign keys, or accession points, to each document. The administration has to determine
what accession points to be used and how the documents should be organized on the
system. In some cases, full-text indexing might be required if the users want to search by
entering any word or group words to find the sentences that contain those words.
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CHAPTER3
METHODOLOGY
This chapter presents the methodology and the design of this project. Methodology is one
of the important parts for doing the project because it can help us to conduct the project
and solve the problems more effectively to improve process at Service Provisioning
Department.

3.1 Project Methodology
3.1.1 Data collection

1. Sample Size
Sample size is one of the important factors we use in the research methodology
because we can select some of the elements in a population, and can draw a conclusion about
the entire population that can get greater accuracy of results and greater speed data
collection. According to the study, census and the number of people who work in service
provisioning department are about 60 persons. As a result, 60 observations are a suitable
sample size.
In order to get the possible results from 60 respondents, we have to carry out
the task in the real situation to observe the process of work in Service Provisioning
Department and collect information through questionnaires and interviews as the tools to
collect information. We select the respondents from branches (40 copies) and center (20
copies) because in the future alJ of staffs need to know and can use the implemented
system efficiency. , In order to know what the respondents think about new system, we
should use questionnaires to focus what we would like to know as the basis of current
problem and make a decision about the new system also. In the content of questionnaire
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will focus aboiit the current situation of registration process. So this information can help
us to evaluate the suitable system that can help to reduce current problem and make the
performance better by comparing with the traditional models with the new ones. Finally,
the solutions can be found in order to solve the current problems.
2. Data Analysis
After we get the possible result through questionnaires and interview, we
can use SPSS as the tools to formulate in order to be more accurate with the results. We
use Descriptive analysis in order to analyze our responsiveness so as to employ both
primary and secondary data, which are related to the subject being studied:
3.1.2 Primary data
The data had been obtained through detailed questionnaires and this project is
quantitative. All questions were close-ended, and the idea was to investigate and analyze
after gathering information.
3.1.3 Secondary data
Our secondary data can be obtained through annual report and other
publications of the many companies. Other journals, magazines and text-book that relate
to this topic as well as from other official documents and reports.
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CHAPTER4

DATA ANALYSIS

This chapter is provided with analysis of 60 questionnaires from Service Provisioning
department in Mobile Operator Company in Thailand that separate into different
categories as following:

1.

Tl1e problems in Service Provisioning Department in term of Registration
Document Tracking Process

•Long Time in sending doc

ent

O Difficult to tracking manual
docwnent

4% 1% 3%

O High Volume of Registration
&Jbrnission

13%

•Incomplete Document

li1 High Cost of Document
Maintenance
•Staff \mrk load

a High fraud from blacklist
customer
•Document Mismatch

• 36% of respondent think that the problem in Service Provisioning Department in
term of Registration Document Tracking Process is high volume ofregistration
submiss~on that

are the causes of high backlog and high voiume of documents.

• 25% of respondent think that it difficult to tracking registration document
manually.
•

13% of respondent think that incomplete document from branch or dealers are
causes of service provisioning department also.
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2
• The average number of customer requests for registration per day

2%

m ess t

4%

an

• 10-15 Persons
O 16-20 Persons

O 20-25 Persons
•More than 25 P sons

84%

•

The average number of customer requests for registration per day have more than
25 persons as 84% of respondent

3· The average number of registration submission finished per day

100/o

8%

ca e

15%
• 20-30 cases
0 31-40 cases

041-50 cases
•More than 50 c ses

•

The average number of registration submission finish per day for most of
respondent (as 43%)is 20-30 cases
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4

· Tile average of longest period to finish one registration case

5%

ays
•4-7 Days

D More than a

•

eek

The longest period to finish one registration case for most of respondent (as 75%) is
4-7 Days

5· The possibility in conducting Information System in Department

10%

5%

,

es

•No
OUnkn wn

•

Most of respondents as 85% think that there is a possibility in conducting Information
System to improve a better performance for department.
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6

• The Information system that can help to eliminate problem of department

2%

8%
D Optical Filing System
OE!ectronic Document
Management system
•Knowledge Managem nt

•

Most of respondent as 40% think that Electronic Document Management System can
help to eliminate problem of department.

•

From this information can conclude that the information system which can help to
reduce the problem of department is in the field of Electronic Document Management
System such as Optical Image Technology, Optical Filing System. But the other
system can also helping department to improve a better performance in other way.
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7. The benefit of implementation Information System in Service Provisioning
Department

Ill Reduce Document loss or
mismatch
•Improve performance In tracking
document
C Reduce Processing Time

a Improve document security
•Improve Information acc.ess
la Manpower and Workstation saving

•Better management and control
C Increased Productivity

•

The benefit in implement Information System in Service Department, most of
respondent as 29% think that it can help to improve performance in tracking
document easier and with the correctness. This system can· reduce time for staff in
track for one document and response to customer or other department quicker than
before.

•

25% of respondents think that the Information System can reduce the problem of
document loss and mismatch
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8. Tbe possibHity of using Customer Registration Document Management System in
Service Provisioning Department

10%

Ill Possibility
•Non-Possibility

90%

•

New system that will implement in Service Provisioning Department called
Customer Registration Document Management System, the most of respondent as
90% think that it has the possibility to using this system in Department and reduce
problem also.

9. The readiness in conduct new system in Service Provisioning function

5%

~
~
95%

•

95% of respondents have the readiness m conducting new system m Service
Provisioning function
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10. Educational Level

3%

10%

ml Diploma
•Bachelor Degree
OM aster Degree

O Doctorate Degreee
87%

•

87% of respondents have the education level in Bachelor Degree

11. Level of Computer Skill

10%

15%

[21Excellence
•Good
20%

OModerate
ONeed to training

•

Most of respondent is 55% have computer skill in Moderate level. They think that if
department has a training course in using new system they can use it.
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12.Sex

45%

•Female

55%

•

IE Male

The most of respondent is female as 55%

13. Age

[ill20-30
.31-40
041-50
051-60
56%

•

•Above 60

The average of age of the most respondent is 20-30 Year old as 56%
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14. Position

10%

4%

Im Administrator

12%

•Officer
D Senior officer
Dsupervisor
27%

•

•Manager

The most of respondent is Officer position as 4 7%. They have the job description in
process and manage all of registration documents directly.

15. The average number of staff at branch

Iii Less than 2 Persons

• 2-3 Persons
D 4-5 Persons
D 6-10 Persons
•More than 10 Persons
47%

•

The average number of staff at branch who will responsible for registration process
are 4-5 persons to be responsible for the high volume of registration submission.
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CHAPTERS
THE CURRENT REGISTRATION DOCUMENT TRACKING PROCESS
Currently, the document for mobile phone registration from all branch or dealers will be
sending to Service Provisioning Department as the center of registration process. The
main objective is to verify the correctness, completeness of registration documents and
maintenance all of registered document to tracking later. This task is very important to
organization because from all document are the basis information for other department,
that are the customer profile. Today there are a high fraud and bad debt from blacklist
customers. This job will be the first checkpoint in filtering customer into the company.
With the high competition of mobile operator business, customer information is very
important to analyze and find the best solution to protect fraud. But with the current
process of new registration document tracking are many faults that need to find the
efficiency solution to solve this problem.

5.1 The existing Registration Document Tracking Process
Front Line

Back Office
(2)

(1)

Customer Registration ~
Customer came into
Branch/Dealer, fill
in Application form
attach with a copy of
identity card.

(4)
Receive & Stamp
Document

Receive & Verify
Document

(5)
~

Center Receive all
documents from
branch/dealer. Then
stamp Date & Time
for each document

Frontline verify the
completeness of
document

(7)
Customer Information ...._
Entry to system

(3)
Gather all documents
(Everyday)
Each Branch or Dealer
need to gather all
registration document
everyday and send to
center

+
(8)

Stack on the Shelf

Figure 5-1 Current Registration Document Tracking Process
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Classify document
Staff will classify all
documents by region
of registration

+

(6)

Running Document
No.

From the figure 5.1 the process of registration docwri•ent tracking process is as follow:

5. 1. 1 The Customer came into Branch or any dealer store. Then t:i:1ey fill in the
personal information in application form. The customer will choose the mobile number
that they want to and fill in the application form also. Attach their application form with
the specified document as describe in Documentary in Registration process item and send
to the front line.
5.1.2 Frontline receives all documents from customer, then verify the correctness
and completeness of their document. Whether the information are filled into application
form correctly or not.
5.1.3 Frontline will gather the documents all the day. All documents from each
branch or dealer will send to Service Provisioning Department as the center of the process
when finished of office hours every day.

5.1 .4 Service representative at Center (Service Provisioning Department) will
receive all documents and then stamp the date & time when received document to keep ·
tracking later.

5.1.5 All documents that came into center will be classified by region of customer
registration. The objective of this task concerns with the engineering process and service
that need to treat customer by region.
5.1. 6 Registered documents will run the number to mark in each document
and reference later.
5.1.7 The information of customer will be keyed into the system. In this step the
staff will check the customer information also, whether a person is concern with blacklist
of company or not. If they are, the staff will send the command to stop the service to
customer and announce for customer service to contact to the customer why we can't
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serve their need. There are many reason~ not just they are in the blacklist that we can't
service to them such as high fraud of their usage, Overdue Debt etc.,
There are a lot of problems in the registration document tracking process. Following are a
case in point.
1. Data Entry Error- Service representatives must manually enter the multiple
information in databases. For example, a customer's name might wrong key into the
system.
2. High volumes of registration submission.
3. Workload for the staff at Center due to a high quantity of documents.
4. Long tum around time that damages to company image and take effect to
customer in using the service from company
5. Using time to track documents that are stacked on shelf. It would take hours
or even days to retrieve the need for reconsideration.
6. Documents from different policies are frequently found mismatched or lost.
7. In a paper-based filing system, documents often cannot be found because of
mismatched.
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CBAPTER6

CUSTOMER REGISTRATION DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

In order to maintain the leader position, largest market share in the mobile operator
business, to continue to grow and maintain a competitive advantage, it would be
necessary to achieve improvement in efficiency of registration document tracking
process. This process are very important because concern directly with customer
information which are the key information of company. Optical filing of registration
document is a tool for manage all document from branch or dealer easier. But with this
implement of Optical Filing System the management need change the traditional process,
to archive and manage data, to assist in reengineering the Service Provisioning
department in significant improvement efficiency process, cost reductions and gains in
productive.

6.1 Current Problem Characteristics of Service Provisioning department
The Service Provisioning Department is a major department responsible for
registration of documents of customer from all regions in Thailand. It is

tough to

maintain the process right and on time because of the high volume of registered customer
that came into branch or dealer per day. The customer information is also confidential for
business also how the company can protect this information. . Besides the proper process,
it should have the proper technology as well. Optical Filing System is the suitable IT
solution that incorporates with this direction.
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6.2 System overview of Customer Registration Document Management System
Customer Registration Document Management System (Optical Filing System) 1s
powerful document processing tool. Documents are managed by system after scanning
and indexing. Staff can view documents in terms of image at their workstations and no
need to wait for physical documents. The following are major features from this system.
•

Automatic indexing with the documents to the system

•

Control data entry from scanner

•

Does not fix the amount of document

•

Easily search document by key word or by query from any condition

•

Automatic convert incoming documents from scan machine to image.

•

Information can be accessed electronically using multiple search criteria.

•

Able to set the authority level to access archived files.

•

Easily search documents on-line.

•

Easier to find registrations documents while waiting in queue.

•

Electronic form for agents submits their requests to relief workload of registrations
staff.

•

To prepare management reports to see bottleneck, improve efficiency.
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Systems Overview
Cllent Server Conftgwatlon
Corpo,.._ Wide networ11 or Local networ11
AppUcatlon,Prtnt & Image Server

Optl cal stor11Qe

Document lnpi.t station
lndeldng lllld OCR

Scanner

Figure 6-1 System Overview Client Server Configuration
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6.3 Implement plan
In accordance with scope of work, Project Plan is also presented in Gantt Chart
showing the series of activities and targeted period of deliveries.
The project plan outline can define topic as following: -

6.1.1 Survey User Requirement
1. Get Requirement from Users

2. Study existing processes
3. Review existing registration documents
4. Solution Evaluation

6.1.2 System Analysis
I. Determine Function requirement
2. Develop New Process/System Work Flow

6.1.3 System Design
1. Detail Design
2. User Interface/ Screen Design
3. Optical Filing Database Design

6.1.4 Program Development
I. Coding/Modify Report
2. Program Development
3. Program Testing

6.1.5 System Implement
1. Data Migration
2.Hardware and Software Installation
3. User Training
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6.1.6 System Maintenance
1. Hardware Maintenance
2. Software Maintenance

A Framework of Optical filing for registration document in Service Provisioning Department
ID

Duration

Task Name

2

Get Requirement from User

20 days

3

Study Existing Process

20 days

4

Review existing document

20 days

5

Solution Evaluation

Identify Function Requirement

21 days

8

Develop new process workflow

11 days

I

I I
I

!
I

III

II I!

19 day!

1O

Detail Design

14 days

I I

11

User Interface Design

15 days

I

12

Database Design

19 days

I

13

Develop Program

14

Coding/Modify Report

15

Program Testing

16

Implement System

April

May

June

I

21 day!

System Analysis

System Design

t;I~

6 days

7

9

March

25 day!

Survey Requirement

6

February

January

17 day!

·~·-·•t

II • • • • •
I
I

I

14 day~

9day!

Data Migration

6 days

18

H/W and S/W Installation

2 days

19

User Training

6 days

20

System Maintenance
Hardware Maintenance

54

22

Software Maintenance

54 days

1"

ir

4

I

~

0

I

54 day!

21

•*,:_ _ _ ,

r·.:

4 days

17

!

day~

Figure 6-2 Framework of project plan
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The implementation of optical filing system for registration documents should run
parallel with the existing filing and retrieval method. In case of any system problems, we
can still fall back to the manual retrieval and dispatching method without any interruption
to the daily operation. But the Management needs to change some process and announce
new process to all branch or dealer also.

6.4 The new system process by using Optical Filing system for Registration
Document Tracking Process
The step of the new system for Registration Docu~ent Tracking Process as fo llowings:

1.
Customer
Application

Branch:
-Scan Fiie
- Inspector audit data
send me

~ore

Dealer, lWZ

;A.
·~

~

Scanner
- -------------------------- ·r--------------- -·------"
4. Ping lo get
Batch Scan

2. lnrorm by Tolophono and e-mail
~ ----- - - -- - -- ---- ---~

'I .'

'

Center (SPD) : ·

·'·

' :

3 lnroon By e-mail
- -- --- and confirm by Phone

l.oo

5. Error log

SPD stall

-·

- :r.;
~[lg

'°

I

•

I

'

I •
I'
I •
I

1. 1/Vhen gel elltl< log SPD to
Mainlernooe Dma and 500d to SPD

'.

Technical Staff again.

2. Analysis Error log and keep history to

I
I
I

•
•

I

'

-·-----------4' ..

estimate.

Figure 6-3 Propose System for Registration Document Tracking Process
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6.4.1 Customer Registration Document Management System for Branch
As discussed before, there are many dealers distributed on all regions m
Thailand. To implement this system, the management must improve the process of new
registration document tracking. From all regions in Thailand can be established center of
each region. There are twelve branches which act as the center of Region as following:
1. Ubonratchathani
2. Nakhon Ratchasima
3. Pitsanulok

4. Nakhonsawan
5. Chiang Mai

6. Ayudhaya
7. Nakhonpathom

8. Chonburi
9. Rayong
I 0. Suratthani
11. Had Yai
12. Udonthani
13. Bangkok (SPD)

6.4.2 New Process for Branch
1. All Dealer in which Branch responsible for will send all of registration
document to Branch both Application Forms and a copies of customer's identity card.
2. Move all scanned file to specify directory path. (Local path of workstation)
3. All documents from mailing or messenger from all dealers in Branch's
region will be gathered at branch office everyday. After receive all registration document
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from mailing, staff at branch verify the correctness and completeness of thos·~ documents
at the beginning.
4. The Branch staff will sort the documents in the right sequence before the
scanning process takes place.
5. In scanning process, this process is designed for scanning documents into
the computerize system that users can verify the documents quality in the step of adding,
replacing, and deleting the document. User can setup the document owner and document
privilege for creating the new document
6. All registration documents will be scanned into Optical Filing system and
move scanned file to specified directory path. (At local path of Workstation)
7. Indexing and data entry of registration information can be carried out by
using the same interface. Entering data from imaged forms using a magnified child
window will speed data entry, reduce errors and reduce user fatigue. The user interface
can be constructed to magnify, on the screen, in a common location, the next area of the
form to be entered.
8. Upon branches scanned all registration documents already, the branch staff
will inform via e-Mail and Telephone to Center (Service Provisioning Department).
9. The Information to be informed from branches consists of:
- Branch Name
- Path Directory on Workstation that is the storage of scanned file
(IP Address)
- File Name/Size
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6.4.3 Procedure to get batch scanned fil'e from Branch (At center)
1. After the center staff is confirmed by e-mail or telephone from branches that
they scanned all registration document and move all file to folder at specified path
directory already, they will ping to the workstation at branch to get batch scan of all
registration documents there.
2. If there is erroneous in data transferring, the center will verify with branch
immediately to solve this problem, analysis error log and keep history of error log to
estimate branch performance later. The technical of system needs to take care of this step
also.
3. Center staff move all batch scan data that connect from workstation at
branches to Optical filing Server
4. All those documents will decompose by branch and keep in Optical filing
Server.

6.4.4 System Security and Permission
1. The security in computing system is very important. The major problems of
computing system are hardware, software, and data. Because a hardware may become to
lost and unusable, Software can also be distorted maliciously, modified or deleted. The
serious problem is data attacking from an unauthorized person that might try to access
and modify it.
2. Computer security providing for controlling the system work, as well as
security of data store and information generated, is all part of a successful system. The
system is responsible for checking who contact with the system and system permission.
3. There must be Login User Name and User Password to access the System
that prevention unauthorized user. Both Database System and Front System also.
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6.4.5 Back File Conversion
The Back-file Conversion is the scanning of existing policy folder and other
associated business documents or records in File Room. With the new system, it can
improve the sorting and matching efficiently. Customer Registration Document
Management System can justifiably be registered to radically affect the way in which any
company carries out its business by causing managers to review their workflow practices.
This is not just the case in an enterprise-wide system; elements like filing, re-filing,
preventing loss of information due to removal or theft, wear on frequently referenced
docwnents and so on is critical even in local systems.

6.5 Strength and Weakness of Customer Registration Document Management System
Strength
6.5.1 Application are available on-line and all of user who have the authority to
access the system could access at all time.
6.5.2 Easy to track registration document by using query by the condition form staff
such as by Customer Name, Region, Mobile Number, Docwnent Type, Date or Location.
6.5.3 It would be significant savings in costs and efficiencies by not having the
paper case application.
6.5.4 New system can provide efficient management, and planning the rest of the
processing workload. Once the application are recognized we know how much work
(repair work, edit failures) there is to do.
6.5.5 Reduce long-term storage requirements because application could be
destroyed after the initial scanning, recognition and repair.
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Weakness
6.5.1 Need to improve Document tracking process.
6.5.2 Some staff are not familiar with new system so initial step may occur some
error. The staff must monitor carefully.
6.5.3 Investment with high costs (with Hardware, Software and People-ware).

6.6 Benefits of Customer Registration Document Management System
When information is freed from the physical limitations of paper and converted into
an electronic format, it becomes a more valuable strategic resource. Document
Management System allow to create electronic documents which retains their original
look and feel (complete with text, graphics, photos, and color) and can be viewed,
searched, and printed from virtually any computer or printer.
6.6.1 Improved Customer Service
The speed and quality of access to student records is increased. An employee
could retrieve the record over the company's LAN and page through it until he or she
came to the needed information. All of this could be done on a real-time basis. This
system also allows simultaneous access to records and files by all offices on the network.
6.6.2 More Efficient Use of Personnel
Labor-intensive tasks of filing, extracting for query, and re-filing customer
record folders are eliminated. Personnel time is also a valuable resource that can be used
more productively to improve services provided.
6.6.3 More Efficient Utilization of Floor Space
Storage space required by a large number of physical records is "virtually"
eliminated. Space in a public institution is a valuable commodity that can be put to a
number of better uses than to store records that are accessed infrequently.
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6.6.4 Improved Internal Control
1. A disaster recovery backup file is provided. Some documents in customer
records and other files are mission critical. Duplicate copies of the records can easily be
reproduced and stored off-site, providing a simple and inexpensive disaster backup copy.
2. The security of customer data is improved. Access to the system is limited
to only those employees who have a "need to know".
3. No communication or paper received by the company would ever be lost or
mis-filed. To view a document, a copy of the electronic file is generated. This copy is
electronically erased after use.
4. He/She flows of all paper is eliminated. Documents are accessed and
viewed On-line, so the sending of paper between offices is no longer required.

6.6.5 Error Reduction
With this system, human errors in transcribing information from one document
to another (data entry errors) are completely eliminated. An electronic file of the record
can be simply added to communications with others and forwarded.

6.6.6 Provide an Opportunity for Reengineering
Since volume, size, and condition of documents are prime considerations in
capturing the images, the time prior to implementation is an opportune time for a reengineering of the old system process. Even redesigning of internal forms to avoid twosided documents, multiple copy forms and elimination of unnecessary graphics, lines, and
boxes from forms would make the scanning step more efficient and quicker.

6.6. 7 Reduced Document Management Costs
Instant access to critical information allows employees to accomplish more
goals, more efficiently. In addition, printing and publishing costs are eliminated for
documents that do not require hard copy creation.
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6.7 System Scope and R~quirements
6.7.1 Local Area Network Speed Requirements
In order to meet the needs of such a system, a 600 Mbps to 1 Gbps network
speed is required. Most VCCS LAN capability is sufficient to support such a processing
workstation or a limited number of simultaneously viewing workstations.
6.7.2 Figuring Optical Storage Capacity
In order to estimate storage needs, start with the relationship discussed earlier,
that 10,000 documents or a four-drawer filing cabinet of documents could fit onto a 600Mb disc. Using this relationship, 100 file drawers of paper documents, when scanned and
compressed, would fit on about twenty-five 600 MB optical WORM discs or on about
three of the higher storage capacity 5.2 Gb optical discs. There is a situation related to the
features on some documents such as transcripts or checks that that can cause an increase
in the amount of storage space needed. In order to allow for this feature, a simple
doubling of the calculated three 5.2 Gb optical disc storage capacity for this volume of
records is recommended.
6.7.3 Scanning Capacity/Speed
In order to support a unit scanning 1,500 plus documents per week, a fully

implemented system should include a high-speed scanner capable of scanning in 30 to 50
pages per minute.
6.7.4 Server Requirement~
The system server should be significantly fast and fault tolerant. Optional addon features such as a redundant power supply, while causing the price of an already
expensive workstation to increase rapidly, will be required to avoid service interruptions
during critical periods. This server may also serve as the print server during workgroup
printer directed print jobs.
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6.7.S Sohware Requirements
There are a reasonable number of software vendors available. The selected
Software must be capable of providing adequate indexing of the documents for
subsequent access. Also, the software should support an LNmultiple simultaneous user
configuration. Other features such as image compression and OCR should be available
from the vendor.
6.7.6 View I Workstations
The current VCCS minimum standard is a Pentium 1111733 "MHz at the
desktop. Therefore, existing standard PCs will provide sufficient capacity to view, print,
and transmit documents, without the need to upgrade or purchase new, higher units.
6. 7. 7 Printer Requirements
Personal printers are attached to many VCCS desktop PCs. Also, most VCCS
Desktop PCs are connected to a LAN. However, few of these have the "horsepower" to
provide service for the printing of grayscale stored transcripts. If not already in place, it is
recommended that each building using this technology have access to at least one larger
capacity, networked, workgroup printer. This will be adequate to provide for the print
needs of black and white stored documents.
6. 7.8 Personnel Costs
Personnel who currently perform document filing should provide sufficient
resource to perform the scanning of the documents into the system. Once a document is
scanned and stored, there is never a need to handle this document again. When the need to
pull folders for queries and to re-file documents is eliminated, additional clerical time is
saved, allowing provision of support in other areas.
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6.8 Hardware/Software Requirement
Quantity

Hardware

14 Unit

1. PC
Pentium IV 1.6 GHz Ram 128 MB, HD 20 GB
2. Oracle Database server: Pentium IV 400 MHz Ram 1

(1PC/Branch,2PCs/Center)
1 unit

GB, HID 36*4 GB
3. Network file Server: Pentium IV 400 MHz Ram 1 GB,

1 unit

HID (raid) ultra- wide SCSI 36*4 GB
4. Scanning stations: Pentium IV 1.5 GHz Ram I GB

I unit

HD20GB
5. Optical Storage Serve: Pentium IV 1.5 GHz Ram I

I unit

GBHD20GB
6. HP Sure store optical 320 ex 4 drive 64 slots

I unit

7. SCANNER (10,000 page/days)

4 unit

8. HP Sure store tape DDS4

2 Unit

2,500,000 Bath

Total Hardware cost

1,200,000 Bath

Software: ImageMax

3,700,000 Bath

Total Software cost

Table 6-1 Hardware and Software requirement for Propose system
The hardware & software requirement will be set up at branch and Center m
Document Tracking Process and operate on the environment of new system. All New
registration document from branch will be scaned on the registration date and send to
center to build into Registration document tracking data base system. For the first phase is
20 users that are the higher level of officers that quite have to training how to use this
system first because these people will be at the management level that have to make the
decision and have to command their subordinates. So this group of users should be the
first pilot group and should make them understand quite clearly about the system, and
how to use it.
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6,9 Cost Comparison between Existing System and Propose system
To declare the difference of cost and benefit is calculated all anticipate costs
association with the system that it compared between the existing system and Proposed
system (Customer Registration Document Management system). It can divided into 3
major parts; the cost of building system, the cost of installing system, the operation cost
compared between the existing system and the Proposed system.
6.9.1 The cost of building system
I. Administration training cost
2. Computer times and development tools
6.9.2 The cost of installing system
1. User training costs
2. Database conversion costs
3. Vendor installation costs
6.9.3 The operation Costs
1. Hardware costs
2. Software costs
3. People costs
4. Maintenance costs
5. Miscellaneous costs
The existing system
I. The cost of building system
•

Administration Training Cost for new organization equipment that the
organization spends about 200,000 baht a year for training the new equipment
and spend up 15-25% each year.
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•

Computer times and development tools for upgrade tools that the Organization
spend about 250,000 baht a year and spend up 15,000 baht each year.

2. The cost of installation
•

User training costs for staff managing the document and using the office
equipment in each department in the organization that there spend about 30,000
baht a year and spends up I 0% each year.

•

Vendor installation costs for equipment installations that the organization
spends about 20,000 baht a year and spends up 10% each year.

3. The cost of operation
•

The hardware costs are providing for the existing process the organization
spends about 300,000 baht a year and spends up 10% each year.

•

People costs are keeping and searching the document that the organization
spends about 50,000 baht a year and spends up 5,000 baht each year.

•

The maintenance costs are the office equipment that the organization spends
about 100,000 baht a year and spends up 10% each year.

•

The miscellaneous costs are paper; filing and so on that the organization spends
about 200,000 baht a year and spends up 25-30% each year.

Customer Registration Document Management System
1. The cost of building system

•

Administration Training Cost for user administration to study imaging system
and staff to study application development tools that the organization spends
about 120,000 baht a year for training and spend down 15-25% each year.

•

Imaging processed times and development tools for upgrades tools that the
organization spends about 80,000 baht for second year and spends up or down
which depends on application usage.
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2. The cost of installation
•

Users training costs for staff studying the imaging system that the organization
spends about 200,000 baht for first year and spends down 50% for second year
and spends 10,000 in each year.

•

Vendor installation costs for equipment installation that the organization spends
about 100,000 baht for first year.

3. The cost of operation
•

The hardware costs are providing for imaging system that the organization
about 2,000,000 baht for first year and spends down 50% for second year and
spends down 10% each year.

•

The software costs are providing for imaging system that the organization
spends about 500,000 baht for first year and spends down 50% for second year
and spends down 10% each year.

•

People costs are keeping and searching the document that the organization
spends about 200,000 baht for first year and spends down 50% for second year.

•

The maintenance costs are the office equipment that the organization spends
about 200,000 baht for second year and spends up 10,000 bath each year.

The miscellaneous costs are paper, filing and so on that the organization spends about
200,000 bath for first year and spends down 30% each year.
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6.10 The comparison between the tradition processes to Customer Registration
Document Management System
I
I
I

__...
ustomer Rej?istration
(1)

(2)

I

(4)

I
I

Receive & Stamp
Document
Center Receive all
documents from
branch/dealer. Then
stamp Date & Time
for each document

Receive & Verifj
Document II
Frontline verify t~e
completeness otf
document l

Customer came into
Branch/Dealer, fill
in Application form
attach with a copy
of identity card.

•

(3)

I
I

I
I
I

__...

(5)
Classify document
Staff will classify
all documents by
region of
registration

•

I
I

Customer ~~ormation
Entry to system

Gather all documehts
I
(Everyday) I
I
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I
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Running Document
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Figure 5.1 Current Registration Document Tracking Process
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Figure 6-3 Propose system for Registration Document Tracking Process
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'

With the traditional process, all dealer or shop will get the submission for registration
from customer and operate the process follow by step in figure 5.1. After that they will
send all the registration document to center to running number, key in data to the system
and stack on the shelf After the new system implement, some process need to improve
but in the shop or dealer needs to verify document before sending to center. All New
registration document from branch will be scanned on the registration date and send to
center to build into Registration document tracking data base system.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1 Conclusions

7.1.1 The study suggests that the Information System can help to improve and
reduce the major problem of the company in term of new registration process. The benefit
can be seen from productivity increase from a better performance, staff reduction and
staff avoidance. It allows company to keep the production costs low and be competitive
in the industry

7.1.2 Besides improvement efficiency process and productivity improvement,
imaging provides company an effective and inexpensive way to backup the registration
documents.

Some process in the Registration Document Tracking Process need to

improve to make a better performance and to be compatible with the new system also. In
the first phase, Service Provisioning Department need to parallel operate their jobs with
the system and traditional process in case of some erroneous of new system. But The
problem from the analysis will be alleviated from the Department. It has substantially
reduced the Company's risk against any major disasters. Costs on document duplication;
disaster recovery site and usage fraud can be avoided.
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7.2 Recommendations
The Customer Registration Document Management System is providing for
managing all document for Registration Document Tracking Process and it has the feature
for creating the acceptance standard that is providing easy maintenance. After
implementing this project I think that the next phase of the workflow system will be
implemented and can modify tools for linking with this system process in order to fulfill
the future requirements.
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APPENDIX A
ABBREVIATION

ARPU

Average Revenue Per Usage (for Mobile User)

SMS

Short Messaging Service

MMS

Multimedia Messaging Service

GPRS

General Package Radio Service

OIT

Optical Image Technology

CRM

Customer Relationship Management

DRM

Dealer Relationship Management

KM

Knowledge Management

MB

Megabytes

KB

Kilobytes

GB

Gigabytes

Gbps

Gigabytes per seconds

OCR

Optical character recognition

PC

Personnel computer

EFS

Electronic Filing Systems

DMS

Document Management Systems
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APPENDIXB
GLOSSARY OF TERM

Mobile Operator

The company which provide telecommunication service to
the customer

Provisioning

providing a product or service, such as wmng or
bandwidth. The term has a number of varied meanings
when used in telecommunications

Optical filing

IT technology to improve filing, optimizing efficiency and
significantly cutting times, spaces and costs

Branch

Center of division of Thailand to responsible for submission
registration document from nearly dealers or shop

Dealer

The alliance of company who provide telecommunication
products and service to the customer

Policy

A standing plan that establishes a broad-based, general

approach to guide decision making.
Staff authority

Area of an organization that provides support services to
line units and other staff units but does not itself product or
administer products and services.

Authority

The right of an employee to make decisions, take action,
and direct others in order to carry out a responsibility.

fraud

An action by which a person intentionally uses false service
or illegally document to registration.
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Service Provisioning
department

'i

An organizational structure that functions to consider and
handle for registration process.

Customer relationship management
A combination of strategies and technology that allows an
organization to manage all aspects of its relationship with a

customer.

Information system

A set of interrelated components that collects, manipulates,

and disseminates information and provides a feedback

mechanism to meet an objective.
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APPENDIXC
QUESTIONNAIRE

Part I- Content of questionnaire
1) What is the significance of the problem in your department?

Problem

1 2

3

4

5

Lost of registration documents
Long time in sending document from branch/dealers to center
Difficult to track manual document
High volume of registration submission document
Incomplete Document from branch/dealers
High cost of document maintenance
Staff work load
High fraud from blacklist customer
Document Mismatch
)

Other (Please Specify
( 1 = Least important 2

= Important 3 = Moderate 4 = High important 5 = Most

important)
2) How many customer requests for registration per day?
0 Less than 50 request

0 50-200 requests

D 201-500 requests

D 500-1,000 requests

D More than 1,000 requests

3) How many registration cases can you finish per day?
D Less than 20 case

D 20-30 cases

D 31-40 cases

D 41-50 cases

D More than 50 cases
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4) What is the longest period to finish one registration case?

01-3 Days
0 4-7 Days

0 More than a week
5) Is it possible in using the Information system to solve and reduce your problem of
Service Provisioning department?
DYes

ONo

6) What Information system can help to eliminate your problems?
0 Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
0 Optical Image Technology (OIT)
0 Optical Filing System
0 Electronic Document Management System
0 Knowledge Management (KM)
0 Other (Please specify_ __ _ __ _ _~
7) What is the benefit of implementation Information in your department?
Range the levels

Reduce Document loss or mismatch

1

2

3

4

5

-

Improve Performance in Tracking Document
Reduce Processing Time
Improve document security
Improve information access
Manpower and Workstation saving
Better management and control
Increased productivity
(1 =the least effectiveness 2 =effectiveness 3 =moderate 4 =high effectiveness 5 =
the most effectiveness)
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8) Is it possible that Customer registration Document management system can alleviate
problem and increase better performance in department.
D Possibility
D Non-Possibility
DUnknown
9) Are you ready to apply new system in your function?
DYes

DNo

Part Il- Personal information
1) Education level

D Diploma

D Bachelor Degree

D Master Degree

D Doctorate Degree

D Other (Please specify

-----~

2) What level of computer skill are you?
D Excellent

D Good

D Moderate

3) Sex
DMale

D Female

4) Age
D 20-30 years
D 31-40 years
D 41-50 years
D 51-60 years
D Above 60 years
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D Need to train

5) Position
D Administrator
D Officer
D Senior Officer
D Supervisor
DManager
6) How many staff do you have at your branch?
D Less than 2 Persons

D 2-3 Persons

D 4-5 Persons

D 6-10 Persons

D More than 10 Persons

Part ID- Interview question
(a)

Briefly describe the function of the department and the "service" provided.

(b)

Describe the major problem in Service Provisioning Department need to
solve?

(c)

Describe how these documents are presently filed? Are they stored in folders
on a case-by-case basis or according to document type?
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APPENDIXD
THE EXAMPLE SCREEN OF PROPOSE SYSTEM

Customer Registration Document Management System is a proposed system used
to prepare information in term of image file and Index. For the preparation information

will conduct into other system.
1. Step to use Customer Registration Document Management System
I. I Double Click on BatchScan icon or Start -> BatchScan
I .2 Set parameter for BatchScan Program
1.2.1 Database Server
Database Product:

Oracle

Data Source Name:

BatchScan

UserName:

BatchScan

Password:

admin

1.2.2 File Sharing
File Sharing Path

:D:\Data

File Sharing Name:

Filedbs

I .3 Login to Customer Registration Document Management Program
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1.4 Start Program Screen

Customer Registration
Document Management System

2. Function in Customer Registration Document Management System
2.1 Create File
Before scanning the document, the users need to create file. Action on this menu
consists of:
2.1.1 Add
2.1.2 Delete
2.1.3 Edit

. ......... .. ..
~

f .:........~,,. ,'IJ-_t
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2.2 Select File
Select File in main menu to input data. Action on this menu consist of:
2.2.1 Scan Application Document

2.2.2 Index
To create index for document scan what appears on the screen. In case of
error document image the user can delete document page or insert scan, replace scan

;i.·

=
..
•

_.,.r

Step to create Index
1. Create Group by "Create Group FI" to specify group and then
BatchScan Program will create the number of group into "Box Number"
2. Specify document type
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3. Input Box information in "Box Number". This information will input
just only in the first time to create index of all documents scan.
4. Input Mobile Number in "Mobile Number" and then press Enter

2.2.3 Verify
This step will verify the consequence correctness of image document and index.

.
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J

2.2.4 Transfer
List name of Batch in the left box will show just only verified batch.
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Remark
Each step of process will show the status of working in the "Status" Column in
Batch List Name and show user list who work with that file in "User" Column. The
program will lock file with the user so other user not allowed to accesses this file until the
program unlocks from that user.

2.3 Update Information
The user will input the information (Mobile Number and Customer Name) into
this screen. (To input data on this screen, the user can export file (*.txt) into this system)
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2.4 Specify Image Size•
This step will use to specify the posi~ion and information of document image .

.
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2. 5 Change Password
To specify or change password of user who currently use this program.

2.6 Set Scan Parameter
To scan parameter, the user can select parameter, paper size, scan format,
resolution and brightness.
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'•2. Set up Administration Program
Administratioi;i is one module of Customer Registration Document Management
System. The objective of this program is to create and verify the authorization of users
who have the right to use Customer Registration Document Management System.

2.1 Function in Administration Program
The functions of Administration Program consists of menu as following:
2.1. l Update User
This function is used to update users who log in to the system. The
manager of SPD will allow and approve the authorization of user. Any user who does not
exist in this program cannot log in to the system.
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2.1.2 Verify User
This function is use to view or query the users who are currently have the
authorized to log in to the system.
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2.1.3 Monitoring
This function is used as history/log file of access from user. To keep track on
the system such as: who log in to the system, action, time etc .
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